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By Camilla McLaughlin

“Home...comfortable...reassuring...lasting value...uniquely mine” 
resonate with consumers today. rather than colors or finishes, values such as these form the 
wellspring of design this year. 

During the downturn, “new normal” became a popular catchphrase to characterize 
changes, particularly in values, resulting from the recent recession. Dramatic losses in 
equities, income and net worth stunned even the affluent and left everyone revaluing what 
was important, particularly regarding house, home, family and friends.

the new norMaL for interiors
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for example, prime 20th century and contemporary furnishings have 
garnered record prices at recent u.s. and european furniture auctions. 
almost museum caliber, these pieces, says Kaner are rare, vintage and of 
extraordinary quality, “the very finest part of the market.”

“i do see people who weren’t interested in antiques before who are 
interested in them now. that’s where the uniqueness comes in; it’s  
one-of-a-kind,” says smyth. younger owners are also discovering the 
value of investment purchases as well as the impact a carefully selected 
piece can bring to a space. “they are well chosen, edited sculptural  
and picked for their good quality,” says smyth.

not too long ago, redoing a room every two years was de rigueur. future 
plans today are likely to call for an upgrade but not an entire redo. “buy 
it once and buy it right,” has become the new mantra, observes miller. 
quality translates into lasting value. 

Designs tend to be more eclectic, but traditional is seeing a revival. 
“People feel comfortable with it in this economy. things i used 10 or 15 
years ago, fine antiques and luxury fabrics are coming back,” explains 
smyth. rather than the cluttered, overstuffed rooms of the mid-1980s, 
today’s traditional is sophisticated, elegant and streamlined.

today, too, the experience – how a space feels and functions – is almost 
as important as the look. all of which – value, individual looks and 
experience paired to the consumer – means expectations for interiors 
have never been greater.  n

style 
T h i s  Y e a r 

turning uP tHe VoLume  
Full blown “bling” is out. Instead, 
look for subtle touches of luxury such 
as crystals juxtaposed with a rustic 
chandelier or judicious use of metallics. 
It can be as simple as a metallic thread 
in a fabric. 

Custom eVerytHing 
Nothing cookie cutter! From wall 
finishes to rugs, one-of-a-kind appeals 
to wealthy consumers. Custom options 
are exploding. “In the past we didn’t 
have such rich and diverse resources,” 
says Gardner. 

CoLors  
Gray, especially warmer tones, 
continues to be the neutral of choice. 
Expect to see more pops of color. 
“Darker walls contrasting with lighter 
furniture are becoming part of our 
vernacular,” says Smyth. 

orCHestrated 
iLLumination  
Whether the goal is function or fashion, 
lighting is more important than ever. 
From layers of light to focused beams, 
today’s lighting is carefully orchestrated 
with sculptural artful fixtures and 
chandeliers taking center stage.

today, the number of billionaires and millionaires worldwide exceeds pre-recession levels 
and spending is up. clearly for the wealthy the much touted new normal has arrived. 
“wealthy consumers are very much back into investing in their homes,” but there is more 
of a focus on price and value than in the past, says robert Kaner, owner of robert Kaner 
interior Design in new york.

“rather than buying just to fill a space, people are buying something because it works or 
there is some sort of intrinsic or artistic value,” observes matthew smyth, owner of matthew 
Patrick smyth interiors in new york. 

“a beautiful home that is a reflection of me” is what consumers want now, explains rebecca 
miller, owner of Design concierge international. 

long gone is the minimalist architectural showroom look of dark woods and espresso 
finishes. “People don’t want a hotel room; they want a home. Design has gotten much more 
sophisticated and people are into comfort as well as glamour,” says smyth. 

“People are having more fun with their spaces,” says francine gardner, owner of interieurs 
in new york. “our clients don’t want something they can find by opening a catalog. they 
want something more creative and custom to them.” Designers say they devote more time 
to sourcing materials, finding artists and creating custom designs. the timing couldn’t be 
better with an increasingly rich selection of beautiful materials and textiles. 

when it comes to a monetary outlay, caution may rule but consumers still want something 
special. they are willing to spend on “things that excite them and that may be more of a 
splurge or significant investment,” says Kaner. 
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